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Abstract In model studies of aerosol-dependent immersion freezing in clouds, a common assumption is
that each ice nucleating aerosol particle corresponds to exactly one cloud droplet. In contrast, the immer-
sion freezing of larger drops—‘‘rain’’—is usually represented by a liquid volume-dependent approach, mak-
ing the parameterizations of rain freezing independent of speciﬁc aerosol types and concentrations. This
may lead to inconsistencies when aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation shall be investigated, since
raindrops consist of the cloud droplets—and corresponding aerosol particles—that have been involved in
drop-drop-collisions. Here we introduce an extension to a two-moment microphysical scheme in order to
account explicitly for particle accumulation in raindrops by tracking the rates of selfcollection, autoconver-
sion, and accretion. This provides a direct link between ice nuclei and the primary formation of large precip-
itating ice particles. A new parameterization scheme of drop freezing is presented to consider multiple ice
nuclei within one drop and effective drop cooling rates. In our test cases of deep convective clouds, we ﬁnd
that at altitudes which are most relevant for immersion freezing, the majority of potential ice nuclei have
been converted from cloud droplets into raindrops. Compared to the standard treatment of freezing in our
model, the less efﬁcient mineral dust-based freezing results in higher rainwater contents in the convective
core, affecting both rain and hail precipitation. The aerosol-dependent treatment of rain freezing can
reverse the signs of simulated precipitation sensitivities to ice nuclei perturbations.
1. Introduction
Aerosols have the potential to impact the atmospheric state via a number of different pathways [Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006], one of which is to mediate the primary formation of ice particles in clouds [Pruppacher
and Klett, 1997]. In the mixed-phase regime between 08 and 2368C, immersion freezing is thought to be
the most efﬁcient way of heterogeneous ice nucleation [e.g., Diehl and Mitra, 2015; Hiron and Flossmann,
2015]. This mechanism is induced by a subset of aerosols (ice nuclei [IN]) which are immersed within a drop-
let [Hoose and M€ohler, 2012]. By being cooled beyond a characteristic temperature, they act to trigger the
phase change. A quantitative description of particle-speciﬁc ice nucleation efﬁciencies has been established
only during the last years [Hoose and M€ohler, 2012; Vali, 2014], providing the possibility to estimate the rela-
tive importance of different mechanisms and particle species.
The amount of ice particles present in clouds inﬂuences a multitude of cloud particle interactions in the
mixed-phase regime. Consequently, the growth of large precipitating particles as well as the dissipation of
small ones depends on the efﬁciency of droplet freezing. Overall, varying amounts of IN present in clouds
are expected to modulate the evolution of clouds, surface precipitation, and radiative properties.
However, the relations between aerosol particles and resulting cloud properties pose challenges to the rep-
resentation in atmospheric models, since the relevant mechanisms occur on the scales of molecules (nucle-
ation) to millimeters (cloud condensate), while the resolved processes in numerical models range from tens
of meters (large-eddy simulations) to tens of kilometers (global simulations). Therefore, subgrid parameter-
izations are necessary to calculate the inﬂuence of unresolved processes on grid-scale properties such as
bulk ice contents within clouds. For example, Johnson et al. [2015] point out the speciﬁc role of drop freez-
ing in their analyses of microphysical uncertainties in simulations of convective clouds. In climate
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simulations, substantial uncertainty arises from the model representation of aerosol-cloud interactions and
from the effects of ice nucleation in particular [Boucher et al., 2013]. Bauer et al. [2015] summarize that the
improved representation of physics was among the key features to enhance the skill of numerical weather
prediction in the past, and will remain a key in future.
In bulk models without explicit representation of aerosol, common parameterizations of immersion freezing
follow the approach of Bigg [1953, hereinafter B53]. Based on droplet freezing experiments, accounting for
the stochastic nature of nucleation, B53 enables the calculation of droplet freezing probabilities as a func-
tion of droplet volume. For an ensemble of raindrops with bulk mass density Qr in kg m23, the rate of ice
particle numbers originating from freezing rain is
@Nice;r
@t
5
Qr
qw
b e2aTc21
  ½m23 s21; (1)
with temperature Tc in C; qw51000 kgm23. The parameters a and b are usually based on freezing experi-
ments of collected rainwater [Barklie and Gokhale, 1959; Wisner et al., 1972].
While these parameters are assumed to be representative for any atmospheric conditions, further problems
may arise with the quantiﬁcation of ice nucleation activity of collected drops. These include (a) a signiﬁcant
amount of evaporating rain mass below cloud base during sedimentation (i.e., with a partly evaporation of
drops, the relation between water mass and aerosol mass is not conserved) and (b) the scavenging of signif-
icant amounts of aerosol by the drops below cloud base when falling through a polluted, IN-containing
atmospheric boundary layer (‘‘washout’’) [e.g., Garrett et al., 2006; Beheng and Herbert, 1986]. Both evapora-
tion and scavenging would tend to increase the aerosol content per liquid mass in the sampled rainwater,
i.e., the drops within their cloudy environment may be less polluted than measured at ground levels. Apply-
ing such parameters to the in-cloud conditions as simulated by microphysical schemes may therefore result
in overestimated freezing rates.
During past decades, attempts have been made to understand the physical nature of heterogeneous ice
nucleation. A basic question is whether to interpret the immersion freezing mechanism as an analogon to
homogeneous freezing (stochastic hypothesis), appreciating the fact that nucleation is an inherently sto-
chastic phenomenon. Alternatively, to capture the variability of ice nucleating particles in an approximated
way, we may attribute the freezing event to the properties of speciﬁc features located on the aerosol which
would induce the freezing instantaneously (i.e., nonstochastically), given the appropriate thermodynamical
conditions (singular hypothesis) [Vali and Stansbury, 1966].
With the formulation of equation (1) as commonly applied in models [e.g., Khain et al., 2000; Seifert and
Beheng, 2006; Morrison et al., 2005; Milbrandt and Yau, 2005; Lohmann et al., 2001, and references therein], a
drop ensemble which resides in an environment of constant temperature would be subject to close-to-
constant freezing rates, and freezing may occur even during warming. Given enough time under these con-
ditions—e.g., when low-speed updrafts balance the drop sedimentation velocity—the result will be a frozen
fraction of droplets close to 1. While this formulation is intended to mimic the stochastic nature of nucle-
ation (B53), later work concludes that a pure stochastic description was incompatible with the aerosol-
dependent mechanism of immersion freezing [Vali and Stansbury, 1966; Vali, 1994]. With the stochastic
component interpreted as a secondary effect, the singular hypothesis was shown to be a good approxima-
tion for heterogeneous freezing [Vali, 1994; Welti et al., 2012; Vali, 2014]. From this point of view, the freez-
ing rate is expected to be close to zero in a constant-temperature drop environment, since the aerosol is
activated in the moment of reaching its ‘‘characteristic freezing temperature’’ for the ﬁrst time during its
thermodynamical history. Consequently, with larger cooling rates (but identical local temperature), we
would expect enhanced freezing rates, as more aerosols reach their characteristic freezing temperature per
time interval, as conﬁrmed by Vali and Stansbury [1966].
When modeling studies aim to investigate ice nucleation impacts on cloud properties, often the number of
activated IN is directly translated into the number of freezing cloud droplets. In that case, with none of the
ice nucleating particles being attributed to raindrops, immersion freezing of rain is still parameterized as an
aerosol-independent process (equation (1)). This may be appropriate to simulate clouds with low droplet
collision activities and no signiﬁcant warm rain formation. Otherwise, such a treatment has the potential to
substantially underestimate the simulated sensitivity of clouds to ice nuclei [Khain et al., 2015], since larger
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drops make more important contribu-
tions to rain formation than smaller
ones, even when the ice phase is
involved as an intermediate step via
riming. Early evidence for the role of
large freezing drops to initiate large
ice particles, followed by riming and
precipitation formation was found by
Koenig [1963] and Braham [1964]. Phil-
lips et al. [2001] ﬁnd a paramount
inﬂuence of large freezing drops on
cloud glaciation, and Taylor et al.
[2016] report signiﬁcant contributions
of drizzle and raindrop freezing to the
formation of large ice.
Generally, the freezing probability of a
drop depends on the amount and
physical properties of the potential IN
immersed in it. We can expect that
the properties of the immersed par-
ticles are highly case-speciﬁc, and a
variability along the microphysical tra-
jectory of the drop. Besides the ambi-
ent aerosol particle population, it is
the rates of collision and coalescence
which determine the amount of accu-
mulated particles within large drops.
In a simpliﬁed approach, Saleeby and
van den Heever [2013] treat this trans-
fer of immersed aerosol between hydrometeor categories as proportional to the transfer in condensate
mass. To date, only some spectral microphysical schemes account for the redistribution of aerosol among
the cloud particle classes without invoking such ad hoc assumptions on the distribution of the aerosol mass
within the hydrometeor size distribution [e.g., Diehl and Mitra, 2015]. However, these are computationally
demanding and become applicable to large three-dimensional domains only slowly, particularly when sen-
sitivity studies involve numerous simulations.
In this work, a two-moment microphysical model [Seifert and Beheng, 2006] is extended to track the micro-
physical history of raindrops explicitly. A suggestion similar to the basic ideas of this study was made by
Phillips et al. [2008], but to our knowledge, no model implementation exists to date. Based on the ideas of
the singular hypothesis, a freezing parameterization is derived for mineral dust particles [Niemand et al.,
2012], considering multiple IN per drop as well as the dependencies on updraft speeds and drop
sedimentation.
In the following, an overview of the model implementations will be presented (section 2). In section 3 we
will validate the assumptions made for the model extensions by applying a two-dimensional bin microphys-
ics parcel model. Finally, section 4 will show the resulting redistribution of dust between cloud and rain-
drops in simulations of deep convective clouds, and a comparison of cloud properties as a result of the
default model treatment and our new method.
2. Model Implementation
An overview of the processes involved in our implementation is given in Figure 1. After activation of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) at cloud base, each cloud droplet contains exactly one CCN. Subsequently, the
processes of cloud droplet selfcollection, autoconversion, and accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops will
lead to collisional droplet growth. In the model, these processes are parameterized according to Seifert and
Figure 1. Schematic of the processes involved in our implementation of immer-
sion freezing. Combined with the mineral dust fraction at cloud base ðfdust;cbÞ, the
number of collected CCN in cloud and raindrops ðNcoll;c=rÞ yield an estimate for the
dust particles immersed in both drop classes ðNdust;c=rÞ. Consistent with the imple-
mentation of Blahak [2008], frozen rain results in cloud ice, graupel and hail par-
ticles. Droplet collisions among cloud droplets (c) and rain (r) are parameterized
following [Seifert and Beheng, 2006]. The outer boundaries indicate the edges of a
simulated supercell from the side view after 70 min (precipitating particles exclud-
ed from the boundaries).
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Beheng [2001] and Seifert and Beheng [2006]. At the same time, the collisional growth of drops results in par-
ticle accumulation.
We account for the accumulation of CCN by tracking the drop collision rates, which yields the bulk
number of CCN immersed in cloud droplets ðNcoll;cÞ and in raindrops ðNcoll;rÞ. Depletion of immersed
aerosols results from droplet removal mechanisms during riming, freezing, and complete drop evapo-
ration. For Ncoll;r , the sedimentation of rain is considered. Both Ncoll;c and Ncoll;r are represented by
tracers in the model, i.e., they are subject to grid-scale advection and turbulent diffusion.
Combining the information of CCN per drop with the fraction of ice nuclei during CCN activation at cloud
base ðfdust;cbÞ yields the number of potential IN immersed in cloud droplets (Ndust;c) and raindrops (Ndust;r)
relevant for freezing. The temperature dependence of ice nucleation is parameterized according to Nie-
mand et al. [2012, hereinafter N12]. We identify the implementation of N12 for cloud and raindrop freezing
presented in this study with ‘‘P17.’’
Throughout this study, our deﬁnition of ‘‘rain’’ drops contains all drop sizes larger than 80 mm in diameter,
consistent with an assumption in our microphysical scheme [Seifert and Beheng, 2006]. ‘‘Cloud droplets’’
have diameters less than 80 mm. We note that ‘‘drizzle’’ drops with diameters smaller than 500 mm as
deﬁned by the American Meteorological Society are contained in the rain category, as common in bulk
microphysical schemes.
2.1. Particle Accumulation in Cloud and Raindrops
Ncoll;c=r can be interpreted as the number concentration of CCN incorporated into the droplets by collisions.
By deﬁnition, these numbers only account for collected CCN, i.e., in a population of cloud droplets without
the presence of selfcollection Ncoll;c50. Since at least one event of autoconversion must be present prior to
the existence of a raindrop, Ncoll;r  2Nr in presence of rain, where Nr is the bulk number concentration of
raindrops.
Since raindrops consist of the cloud droplets that were collected during collisions, our basic assumption is
that the number of collected particles per single raindrop is proportional to the drop liquid mass. This is rel-
evant for the budgets described in the following and will be tested and largely conﬁrmed in section 3. We
express the proportionality of particle number to drop mass through rCCN, deﬁned as
Ncoll;r
Qr
and assumed to
be independent of the raindrop size.
In the following, the budgeting of Ncoll;c=r is described. The processes involve drop-drop-collisions on the
one hand, and liquid-depleting mechanisms on the other hand.
2.1.1. Selfcollection, Autoconversion, and Accretion
With the cloud droplet number Nc, we deﬁne the mean number of collected particles in cloud droplets as
kc5
Ncoll;c
Nc
 0: (2)
As indicated above, the cloud droplet population consists of two types of droplets: (a) ‘‘pristine droplets’’
with one CCN per droplet (kc50) and (b) a typically small subset of ‘‘nonpristine’’ droplets with more than
one CCN per droplet (kc > 0).
During selfcollection, the collision of two cloud droplets results in one cloud droplet. The accumulation of
Ncoll;c may be the result of collisions between both pristine and nonpristine droplets. The rate of collected
CCN is therefore
dNcoll;c52dNc;sc; (3)
where dNc;sc is the parameterized selfcollection rate of cloud droplets [Seifert and Beheng, 2001, equation
(A9)]. The sum on the right-hand side corresponds to the mean number of total CCN per cloud droplet.
During autoconversion, two cloud droplets form one raindrop. The budget equations for collected CCN in
cloud and raindrops are
dNcoll;r52dNc;au ðkc11Þ; (4)
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dNcoll;c5dNc;au kc ; (5)
with the rate of cloud droplet numbers due to autoconversion dNc;au [Seifert and Beheng, 2001, equation
(A5)]. The rates of accretion are tracked analogously, with
dNcoll;r52dNc;acc ðkc11Þ; (6)
dNcoll;c5dNc;acc kc ; (7)
and dNc;acc being the number change rate of cloud droplets due to accretion [Seifert and Beheng, 2001,
equation (A6)].
2.1.2. Budgeting of Sinks Other Than Drop-Drop Collisions
Sinks for both Ncoll;c and Ncoll;r are given by processes which consume liquid droplets completely at a time,
such as droplet freezing, collisions with ice particles, and droplet evaporation.
Because of the different nature of the growth mechanisms of cloud and raindrops Ncoll;c and Ncoll;r are
treated differently. The dominant condensational growth of cloud droplets implies that nearly all droplets
contain only one particle, independent of the droplet mass. Thus, during cloud droplet removal (dNc), the
depletion of Ncoll;c scales with the mean number of CCN per droplet, i.e.,
dNcoll;c5dNc kc: (8)
In contrast, raindrop growth is dominated by drop-drop-collisions, with each of the collected cloud drop-
lets corresponding to approximately one CCN. Thus, it is assumed that the bulk content of collected par-
ticles in rain, Ncoll;r , is distributed homogeneously among the raindrop mass, and the number of CCN for
each drop is proportional to the drop mass, independent of the drop sizes throughout the size distribu-
tion. During raindrop removal, the depletion of Ncoll;r is therefore proportional to the depleted rain mass
dQr during freezing and riming of raindrops. Thus, the CCN number density per rain mass is conserved.
We deﬁne xcoll;r to be the mean rain mass attributed to exactly one CCN according to the bulk properties
of rain, i.e.,
xcoll;r5
Qr
Ncoll;r
: (9)
The sink of Ncoll during homogeneous freezing and riming with mass changes dQr are then
dNcoll;r5
dQr
xcoll;r
: (10)
Heterogeneous freezing is not a sink for Ncoll because the number of IN as parameterized by equation (15)
is based on all dust particles within both unfrozen and heterogeneously frozen drops. Therefore, a strict
interpretation as CCN per liquid mass is not valid any longer when heterogeneous freezing begins to inﬂu-
ence the budget.
For evaporating raindrops, changes of drop number concentrations are parameterized as a function of
evaporating mass and the shape of the size distribution [Seifert, 2008, equations (22) and (23)]. The budget
of Ncoll;r is affected only by the subsample of drops which evaporate completely. Since the rate of evaporat-
ing rain mass contains also the incomplete evaporation of larger drops, dQr cannot be used here. Instead,
because the change of raindrop number is deﬁned by the number of drops becoming smaller than 80 mm
[Seifert, 2008], we use the parameterized number of evaporating drops, multiplied the single-drop mass
(x80) corresponding to a size of D5 80 mm.
dNcoll;r5
dNr;eva  x80
xcoll;r
: (11)
Sedimentation of raindrops acts as a transport mechanism of Ncoll;r . Sedimentation ﬂuxes result in a trans-
port of rain mass into the grid box at its upper boundary (dQr;in), and transport out of the box at its lower
boundary (dQr;out), with dQr;in having the properties of the overlying level. Analogously to the rain mass
change as a result of the sedimentation ﬂux divergence, the budget of collected particles is determined by
the difference of incoming and outgoing collected particles, each of which is calculated from dQr;in and
dQr;out .
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dNcoll;r;in=out5
dQr;in=out
xcoll;r;in=out
: (12)
In cloud-free regions, both Ncoll;c and Ncoll;r are reset to zero.
2.2. Cloud Base Fraction of Potential Ice Nuclei
In order to determine the number of a speciﬁc aerosol species immersed within the drops (Ndust;c=r for min-
eral dust in cloud and raindrops, respectively), we relate the previously tracked CCN to the fraction of the
corresponding aerosols at cloud base (fdust;cb)
Ndust;c5ðNc1Ncoll;cÞ fdust;cb m23
 
; (13)
Ndust;r5Ncoll;r fdust;cb m
23
 
: (14)
The dust fraction should be determined during the calculation of CCN activation, whenever activation
occurs in the model in different locations. Accordingly, fdust;cb should be represented by a tracer which is
subject to advection and turbulent diffusion.
A simpliﬁed approach is used throughout this study, assuming a constant fdust;cb within the cloud. It is repre-
sentative for the boundary layer concentrations of aerosols available for droplet activation, and the mineral
dust concentration. This simpliﬁcation is used because of several sources of uncertainty for calculating
fdust;cb in the current model setup (see also section 4.1). While here we parameterize CCN activation accord-
ing to Segal and Khain [2006], a composition-dependent approach with prognostic aerosols in the model
should be used to calculate fdust;cb explicitly.
We note that the relation stated in equation (14) represents a simpliﬁed estimation of the true amount of
rain-immersed dust; for example, the relatively large coarse mode dust may have formed larger initial drop-
lets compared to average CCN sizes and thus may have collided preferentially with other droplets. There-
fore, the true history of the IN-containing drops can be different from average drop properties to some
extent.
2.3. Freezing of Raindrops
According to the idea of ‘‘active sites’’ on an ice-nucleating particle, droplet freezing probabilities depend
on the particle surface area [e.g., Murray et al., 2012], and therefore the number of mineral dust particles
immersed within the drops (equation (14)).
A temperature-dependent fraction of Ndust;r will be activated as IN. We assume the mineral dust to be com-
posed of a lognormal distribution, ndust;rðDÞ. Integration over the mineral dust size distribution yields the
total number of activated IN at a speciﬁc temperature
NIN;r5
ð
ndust;r Dð Þ 12e2nspD2
 
dD m23
 
: (15)
The particle-speciﬁc temperature dependence of ice nucleation is parameterized according to N12 with the
surface site density
ns Tcð Þ5e2aN12Tc1bN12 m22
 
: (16)
with temperature Tc in C and ﬁt parameters aN12 and bN12.
2.3.1. Monodisperse Drop Ensemble
First we consider a monodisperse sample of raindrops with known NIN;r according to equation (15). For this
equal-sized drop ensemble, we can assume the particles to be Poisson-distributed among the drops to esti-
mate the freezing probabilities [Vali, 1971; Hartmann et al., 2013]. Therefore, with the mean number of acti-
vated particles per drop
kIN5
NIN;r
Nr
; (17)
the probability of ﬁnding k IN immersed in one drop is
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P X5kð Þ5 k
k
IN
k!
e2kIN : (18)
Freezing of a drop is triggered with at least one activated IN being immersed in it, and no freezing will occur
with k5 0. Therefore, the probability for the freezing of a drop is PðX > 0Þ512PðX50Þ512e2kIN . For an
ensemble of drops, this is equal to the freezing fraction, and the number of frozen raindrops is
Nice;r5Nr 12e
2kIN
 
: (19)
Equation (19) is not directly applicable in models because during the model time integration the rate of
freezing is required in each time step. In case of cloud droplet freezing, the rate can be reconstructed by
making assumptions about previously activated aerosol particles, most easily by assuming that preexisting
cloud ice and snow number densities correspond to activated aerosol particles (SB06), or by introducing
speciﬁc tracers for activated IN in the model [Paukert and Hoose, 2014]. Such methods are particularly prob-
lematic for raindrops because of nonnegligible sedimentation effects not only of rain, but also of sediment-
ing large ice particles. Also explicit tracking activated IN may result in inconsistencies because of
sedimentation. For these reasons, we avoid the use equation (19) in the model, but derive a rate equation
instead.
The freezing rate is calculated from the time derivative of equation (19), where kIN is a function of nsðTÞ. In
particular, the freezing rate depends on the steepness of nsðTÞ and the effective cooling rate of the drops.
In addition to the updraft speed, the effect of drop sedimentation can be considered easily, resulting in a
decreased effective cooling rate for sedimenting drops and a reduced freezing rate. The treatment implies
that heterogeneous freezing occurs only for drops which move upward, i.e., where ðw2vsedÞ > 0 with vsed
being positive downward. From equation (19) we obtain
@Nice;r
@t
52e2kIN ns aN12 ðw2vsedÞ @T
@z
ð
pD2ndust;rðDÞ e2nspD2 dD; (20)
where aN12 is the ﬁt parameter belonging to the parameterization of nsðTÞ (equation (16)). @T@z is the moist
adiabatic temperature gradient, and D is the diameter of dust particles. Note that at this point we are still
considering a monodisperse drop ensemble, with vsed being the individual drop sedimentation velocity. In
the model, equation (20) is applied to multiple drop sizes, as described below in this section. The integral is
applied to the bin-resolved, prescribed dust size distribution in the model.
A higher degree of approximation is derived for comparison (see Figure 2), using the mean dust surface
area, Sdust;r5
Sdust;r
Ndust;r
, to calculate the total number of activated dust particles.
kIN5
NIN
Nr
5
Ndust;r 12e2ns
Sdust;r
 
Nr
; (21)
@Nice;r
@t
52e2kIN ns aN12 ðw2vsedÞ @T
@z
Ndust;r Sdust;r e
2nsSdust;r : (22)
2.3.2. Polydisperse Drop Ensemble
In the preceding calculations, we assumed a monodisperse sample of raindrops in order to derive the num-
ber freezing rate under consideration of multiple activated IN per drop. To account for the generalized gam-
ma distributions as assumed in our microphysics scheme [Seifert and Beheng, 2006], our approach is as
follows.
In a drop size dependent calculation, kIN is a function of drop mass (or volume), i.e., larger raindrops will
have higher freezing probabilities than small raindrops. Therefore, we solve equation (20) in the model for
several raindrop sizes, i.e., the spectrum resulting from the bulk rain properties is subdivided into eight
drop size intervals (‘‘PSD splitting’’ hereafter). The upper boundaries of the intervals are deﬁned at masses
(xubd) corresponding to the diameters of 60, 125, 250, 500, 600, 1250, and 1500 mm. In order to calculate qr
and nr contained in each one of the size intervals, we integrate from 0 to each one of the upper boundaries
(xubd).
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nr5
A
l B
m11
l
c
m11
l
; B xlubd
 	
; (23)
qr5
A
l B
m12
l
c
m12
l
; B xlubd
 	
; (24)
B5
Cðm11l Þ
Cðm12l Þ
Qr
Nr
" #2l
; (25)
A5
lNr B
m11
l
Cðm11l Þ
: (26)
Small letters indicate the number and mass of rain contained per interval, and capital letters indicate bulk
properties. Subtraction of smaller categories from larger ones yields the concentrations within a single inter-
val. The concentration of dust particles per interval results from the rain mass per interval qr, the number of
CCN per liquid mass (section 2.1) and the dust fraction at cloud base (section 2.2)
ndust;r5qr rCCN fdust;cb: (27)
Applying these properties to equation (20) yields the number of frozen drops per size interval. The corre-
sponding mass rate results from multiplication by the mean drop mass of the corresponding interval.
Freezing raindrops contribute to the formation of cloud ice, graupel, and hail particles [Blahak, 2008]. By
default, the drop distribution is divided into three size ranges, up to 500 mm for cloud ice, from 500 to 1250
mm for graupel, and from 1250 mm onward for hail. PSD splitting avoids the need for piecewise analytical
integration over the rain PSD by applying equation (20) to a small number of size intervals. The subsequent
attribution of frozen particles to the three ice particle classes is straight-forward. In the current implementa-
tion, the size spectrum corresponding to cloud ice is subdivided into four intervals, and graupel and hail-
forming drops are subdivided into two intervals each.
Hail-forming drops have smaller effective cooling rates than cloud ice-forming drops. Size-speciﬁc sedimen-
tation is calculated consistently with the model assumptions depending on the drop mass and a correction
factor for air density.
Figure 2. Total ice number densities (full lines) and freezing rates (dashed lines) resulting from different approaches, with (a) Ndust;r5103 m23 and (b) Ndust;r5105 m23. Horizontal dashed
lines indicate Nr5104 m23 in both cases, and horizontal dotted lines indicate Ndust;r . The examples are based on w51m s21 and Qr51 gm23. The COSMO model makes use of the equa-
tion (20) (dark blue), while the default model implementation (B53, red dashed) yields rates which are higher by several orders of magnitude.
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For the sake of simpliﬁcation, we can think of disregarding the PSD splitting, i.e., treating the whole rain size
distribution at once. In this case, the model implementation is slightly different: the freezing rates of the
whole spectrum are calculated ﬁrst, and splitting of the rates into the three particle classes of cloud ice,
graupel, and hail is performed subsequently. In sensitivity tests with intermediate dust concentrations (sec-
tion 4.3), the effect of PSD splitting as compared to the simpler method will be discussed. It will be shown
that accounting for the drop size dependencies has the largest impact on hail formation, while cloud ice
and graupel are inﬂuenced to a minor extent.
2.3.3. Freezing Rates
In Figure 2, we compare the solution for parameterized freezing rates (equation (20)) with the existing mod-
el implementation for freezing rain according to Bigg [1953, equation (1)]. The calculations are based on 103
m23 (Figure 2a) and 105 m23 (Figure 2b) dust particles contained in the raindrop spectrum, consisting of
104 m23 drops which are lifted with a vertical velocity of 1m s21, and a rain mass density of 1 gm23. The
drop spectrum is deﬁned consistent with the COSMO model.
In Figure 2, the total ice number (Nice;r) is shown by full lines as a function of temperature. With decreasing
temperature, the activated fraction of dust particles approaches 1, and depending on the speciﬁc approach,
most of the drops freeze. The calculation according to equation (19) (full dark blue line) results in a plateau
region with quasi-constant frozen drop numbers in the coldest portion, and the parameterized rate
decreases accordingly (dashed dark blue line).
Although it may be counterintuitive to ﬁnd decreasing freezing rates at colder temperatures, this is
expected for two reasons, as shown in Figures 2a and 2b. On one hand, Nice;r approaches the limit given by
Ndust;r (Figure 2a, horizontal dotted line). Even with homogeneously distributed dust particles in the drops,
Nice;r cannot exceed Ndust;r when considering immersion freezing only. On the other hand, with Ndust;r > Nr
(Figure 2b), it is clear that Nice;r is limited by Nr. In both cases (a) and (b), the rates must decrease necessarily
in order not to exceed the limits given by Ndust;r and Nr. It is also evident in Figure 2 that even with an acti-
vated dust fraction close to 1 at the coldest temperatures, Nice;r is smaller than Ndust;r because the calcula-
tion allows for multiple IN being immersed in large drops.
The calculations based on Sdust;r (light blue lines) tend to overestimate ice formation in the transition tem-
perature regime before the plateau is reached. Nevertheless, the differences betweens equations (20) and
(22) are small compared to the deviation from equation (1) (B53).
For comparison, the B53-based rate is indicated by the red dashed line. It is independent of the vertical
velocity, i.e., with higher updraft speeds (here: 1m s21), P17 rates would become more similar to B53. In sec-
tion 4.3 it will be shown that also with Ndust5106 m23 and in strong convection, P17 immersion freezing is
less efﬁcient than B53.
3. SPECS Parcel Model Simulations
Here we seek to validate the assumption made in sections 2.1 and 2.3 that the number of collected particles
within the raindrop size spectrum is proportional to raindrop mass. We investigate this by applying a bin
microphysical model to simulate droplet collisions in a detailed manner. In the two-dimensional bin micro-
physics version of the SPECS (spectral cloud microphysics) model [Simmel et al., 2002; Simmel and Wurzler,
2006] as used here, the drop spectrum is divided into 132 bins (ﬁrst dimension), while every drop size inter-
val is binned into 180 aerosol mass categories (second dimension). By solving the stochastic collection
equation numerically, the SPECS model yields the evolution of drop spectra as well as CCN mass contents
within the droplets. Furthermore, supersaturation and condensational growth are predicted. The notation
of cloud and raindrops is used consistently with the previous sections, and x is the single-particle droplet
mass in kg.
For the budgeting of collected aerosol particles in raindrops as well as for raindrop immersion freezing (sec-
tion 2), we assumed that the number of CCN per drop mass (rCCN) is constant throughout the raindrop spec-
trum, i.e., for drops with D> 80 mm: NCCNðxÞx 5rCCN5const.
This approximation is expected to be valid in case that (a) the raindrop growth is dominated by autoconver-
sion and accretion rather than by condensation and (b) the cloud droplets converted to rain have a narrow
range of rCCN. Otherwise, if a broader range of rCCN is involved, the assumption will still be valid if the
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stochastic behavior of the collisions acts to mask the variability, i.e., the distribution of multiple rCCN of cloud
droplets contained within one raindrop would yield the same average rCCN for all raindrops.
Cloud droplets are expected to grow mainly from condensation because the selfcollection of cloud droplets
is relatively inefﬁcient (see Figure 5). Thus, with the average aerosol particle number per cloud droplet being
close to 1, rCCN  x21, and condition (b) corresponds to the requirement that only a narrow size range of
cloud droplets is favored for the conversion to rain. The condition is not fulﬁlled if different raindrop sizes
prefer to collect cloud droplets of considerably different sizes.
Given the fulﬁlled conditions (a) and (b) as deﬁned above, subsequent collisions among raindrops increase
the number of CCN per drop, with rCCN being conserved throughout the rain spectrum.
3.1. SPECS Model Setup
The box model is driven by a constant ascent of 2m s21, with an initial temperature of 263 K and 99% rela-
tive humidity with respect to water. This updraft speed provides enough time for the narrow spectrum to
yield large raindrops in the end of the simulations (3000 s, corresponding to 8 km altitude).
In a sensitivity simulation, the effect of entrainment and detrainment of aerosol particles and drops is con-
sidered by parameterizing the mixing between the parcel and its environment depending on the vertical
velocity and parcel size [Simmel et al., 2005]. Assuming the environmental aerosol mixing ratios to be equal
to the initial state of the parcel (see below), aerosol particles are mixed in both directions, and droplets are
detrained. Overall, this modiﬁes the supersaturation within the parcel and enables CCN activation above
the cloud base due to the continuous ﬂux of freshly entrained aerosol.
The initial aerosol size distribution is unimodal and very narrow: Our primary interest is the number of CCN
per drop depending on drop size, while the model tracks the mass of CCN rather than numbers of CCN.
During time integration, the drop collisions act to redistribute the masses of liquid and aerosols in the two-
dimensional spectrum, thereby losing any information about the underlying particle spectrum associated
with the accumulated mass per bin. Since we want to relate aerosol mass to aerosol number concentrations,
the initial aerosol spectrum is quasi-monodisperse in our simulations, with a concentration of 283 cm23, a
mode diameter of 50 nm and a standard deviation of 1.01. Therefore, we can infer the aerosol number from
the simulated aerosol mass per bin, using the mean aerosol mass during initialization.
In order to focus on the effect of droplet collisions, freezing and ice microphysics are excluded. Unactivated,
interstitial aerosol particles are enabled to interact with droplets, and may be incorporated in the droplets
as a result of scavenging. By disabling scavenging, it was conﬁrmed that its effect on rCCN is negligible for
this study (not shown). Breakup of large drops is disregarded for the simulations which are analyzed in the
following, although the effect is rather inefﬁcient with the narrow initial spectrum and limited time for
growth.
3.2. SPECS Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the parcel-integrated number concentrations, with and without
entrainment. The time evolution of total particles is given by the sum of unactivated aerosol (D< 1 mm) and
droplets (D> 1 mm). Without entrainment (Figure 3a), their concentration is basically equal to the droplet
concentrations, except that droplets larger than 10 mm need some time to grow by condensation initially.
The primary reduction of particle concentrations is attributed to the expanding parcel size with height. After
2500 s, the majority of small droplets has been converted to rain, and the total droplet number decreases
quickly.
With entrainment included (Figure 3b), the total number concentration (red dashed) and the droplet num-
ber concentrations diverge because of the continuous entrainment of aerosol on the one hand, and detrain-
ment of droplets on the other hand. Because of smaller droplet numbers, the supersaturation is higher and
increases faster when entrainment is included (not shown). At 1800 s, this enables the activation of new
CCN (full red line in Figure 3b1). These ‘‘secondary’’ droplets grow beyond 5 mm within 100 s (light blue
line), but the condensational growth is not efﬁcient enough to yield sizes larger than 10 mm (dark blue line).
Another smaller amount of CCN is activated after 2900 s when the supersaturation exceeds 0.5%. Overall,
the activation events above cloud base result in a bimodal size distribution of droplets, with a slowly grow-
ing mode diameter of the smaller mode with time (D< 10 mm; not shown).
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Figure 4 shows the simulated distribution of rCCN for one distinct time step (2880 s), the latter being indicat-
ed by vertical dashed lines in Figure 3. Left ﬁgures show the results without entrainment, and right ﬁgures
include entrainment. In the ﬁrst line, rCCN is calculated as a mean value of equal-sized drops for each drop
diameter. In line 2, the colors illustrate the frequencies of occurrence of rCCN on a logarithmic scale, each
‘‘count’’ corresponding an individual droplet.
In the top ﬁgures, we can clearly distinguish the regimes of condensational growth and collisional growth:
As expected, in the condensation regime rCCN decreases with increasing drop size because the aerosol mass
within a drop is not affected by condensation. In the collision regime, rCCN is approximately constant when
averaged within the drop size bins (Figure 4a)—this is valid throughout the simulation without entrainment.
Nevertheless, the stochastic nature of droplet collisions yields a variability of rCCN for a given drop size which
comprises about one order of magnitude from minimum to maximum values (Figure 4c).
A more complicated behavior is evident when entrainment is included (Figures 4b and 4d). As described
above, an event of in-cloud CCN activation occurs at 1800 s. Prior to this event, rCCNðDdÞ is rather ﬂat for
droplets larger than 30 mm (not shown). Afterward, raindrops larger than 100 mm tend to have increased
values relative to the smaller drops, and the increase tends to continue in time (not shown). Larger rCCN cor-
responds to the collection of smaller cloud droplets, i.e., the secondary activation event provides the drop-
lets which cause the enhancements of rCCN of larger drops at later times. The drop size-dependent
variability of rCCNðDdÞ appears to be within a factor of 2 for drops between 30 mm and 3 mm which is still
small compared to the variability of rCCN for equally sized drops. Nevertheless, the assumption of constant
rCCN during the freezing process would tend to overestimate the freezing rates of small droplets (say,
D< 200 mm which make the major contribution to the bulk raindrop number concentration), and underesti-
mate the freezing probabilities of larger drops.
The impact of nonconstant rCCNðDÞ on freezing rates is shown in Figure 4 (bottom). Red lines indicate the
freezing rates calculated from a spectrum-averaged rCCN (D> 80 mm) corresponding to the bulk model
assumption. Black lines result from the consideration of rCCNðDÞ as shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Even in the
simulation with entrainment included (Figure 4f), the spectrum-integrated difference between the freezing
rates is smaller than 6%.
In convective clouds, we expect the entrainment effects to be more relevant close to the cloud edges than
within the convective core. Based on the SPECS simulations discussed here, this means that the assumption
of rCCN5const: holds very well within the convective core. In case of CCN activation associated with entrain-
ment, the freezing of small rain-sized drops associated with cloud ice formation tends to be overestimated
in the bulk model to a small extent. We conclude that the simple assumptions made for the budgeting and
freezing of rain-immersed aerosol particles are appropriate for use in bulk microphysical schemes.
Another conclusion from these simulations concerns the calculation of droplet volume-dependent freezing
rates, which implicitly assumes that the aerosol content is proportional to the drop masses [e.g., Bigg, 1953].
Figure 3. Time evolution of the number concentrations of total particles (unactivated aerosol and droplets; Ntot), total droplets (Nd), droplets larger than 5 mm (Nd5) and droplets larger
than 10 mm in diameter (Nd10). Simulations were carried out (a) without entrainment and (b) with entrainment included. Vertical dashed lines indicate the time step analyzed in Figure 4.
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Our results suggest that the volume-dependent immersion freezing rates is problematic for those droplets
which have grown from the vapor phase, since condensation decouples drop mass and aerosol content,
the latter being ultimately responsible for heterogeneous droplet freezing.
4. Simulations of Deep Convective Clouds
Here we apply the model implementations to three-dimensional simulations of deep convective clouds.
After an introduction to the model setup and simulated clouds, this section will show the collection rates
and simulated droplet properties. Afterward, the freezing rates and cloud properties are discussed, compar-
ing the B53 and P17 implementations of drop freezing.
For simplicity, the vertical proﬁles shown in the following ﬁgures are calculated by conditional aver-
aging over areas where w > 5m s21, indicated by <w5 > symbols within the ﬁgure panels. These pro-
ﬁles are representative for the convective core, while other grid points are excluded from the
horizontal mean values. In contrast, precipitation ﬂuxes are calculated as domain averages, indicated
by <> symbols. The data contain the 10 min-spaced model output from 20 to 120 min of the cloud
evolution.
Figure 4. Simulated rCCN and freezing rates (a, c, e) without and (b, d, f) with entrainment shown for a time step in the late stage of the sim-
ulation. Top ﬁgures illustrate the mean value for equal-sized drops as a function of drop size. Middle ﬁgures indicate the variability of rCCN
for each drop size, with one ‘‘count’’ of the frequency of occurrence corresponding to a single droplet. Bottom ﬁgures show the compari-
son of freezing rates based on the simulated rCCNðDdÞ (black) and based on a mean value representative for the bulk rain properties (red).
Vertical dashed lines indicate the separation size between cloud and raindrops at 80 mm.
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4.1. COSMO Model Setup
Our host model is based on the nonhydrostatic limited-area COSMO model [Baldauf et al., 2011; Vogel et al.,
2009], used with a horizontal grid spacing of 500 m, a stretched vertical grid with 100 levels and a time step
of 3 s. The extent of the model domain comprises 3003 250 grid points, and 22 km in the vertical direction.
A prognostic three-dimensional turbulence scheme is applied to parameterize subgrid turbulent diffusion
of heat, mass and momentum [Herzog et al., 2002a, 2002b].
The two-moment bulk microphysics scheme is based on Seifert and Beheng [2006] in order to predict mass
and number densities of six hydrometeor classes, i.e., cloud and raindrops, cloud ice, snow, graupel, and hail.
The particle size distributions are deﬁned by generalized gamma distributions with respect to particle mass x.
Primary ice formation is represented by a number of different mechanisms: In liquid-containing regimes,
immersion freezing as described in this paper, and homogeneous freezing [Cotton and Field, 2002; Jeffery
and Austin, 1997] initiate ice. In the cirrus regime, cloud ice can result from deposition nucleation [Ullrich
et al., 2017] and homogeneous freezing of solution droplets [K€archer et al., 2006].
In sets of three different simulations, we specify dust number concentrations of Ndust5104 m23; 105 m23, and
106 m23 in the lower atmosphere. This only affects ice nucleation, while CCN activation following Segal and
Khain [2006] is independent of mineral dust. The concentration of boundary layer condensation nuclei is
deﬁned as 1:73109m23, representative for continental aerosol environments.
We rely on a well-known and widely used [e.g., Morrison and Milbrandt, 2011] idealized test case, originally
introduced by Weisman and Klemp [1982] to investigate the dynamics of isolated thunderstorms in different
environments with respect to vertical wind shear and boundary layer humidity. For this study we choose a
low-level water vapor mixing ratio of 14 g kg21 and a vertical wind shear of 25m s21 which results in a
supercell type of convection. Following Weisman and Klemp [1982], the wind shear is unidirectional, yielding
a quasi-symmetric cloud evolution after the initial cell splitting. The example of precipitation sensitivity (sec-
tion 4.5) is based on a weaker type of convective cell, with 10m s21 vertical wind shear and a boundary lay-
er humidity of 11 g kg21.
As the simulations with each three dust concentrations are conducted with both the B53 and the P17
schemes for drop freezing, this results in six simulations, which are analyzed in the following. In addition,
sensitivity experiments with respect to individual microphysical processes are based on the case with P17
and Ndust5105 m23.
4.2. Redistribution of Mineral Dust
Figure 5a shows the rates of cloud selfcollection, cloud autoconversion, and accretion by rain which result
in the conversion of cloud droplet-immersed CCN to rain droplet-immersed CCN. Accretion makes the
Figure 5. (a) Collision rates of cloud and raindrops, (b) number concentrations of cloud droplets, raindrops and collected particles, and (c) number concentrations of cloud-immersed
dust, rain-immersed dust and the sum of both. Shown are the vertical proﬁles averaged over updraft regimes <w5>. Note that the x axes are labeled with the decadal logarithms of the
variables in the indicated units.
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highest contribution in all levels, with a maximum from 4 to 5 km corresponding to slight supercooling. The
peak of the selfcollection contribution is below 4 km, where Nc is larger than above. Although the mean
rate is around 106 m23 s21, it is rather small compared to the high number of cloud droplets. The autocon-
version contribution to the accumulation of CCN in rain is very small compared to accretion.
The concentrations of collected CCN in cloud and raindrops are indicated by dashed lines in Figure
5b. In the convective core region, Ncoll;r is on average at least two orders of magnitude larger than Nr,
i.e., raindrops contain on average more than 100 particles. This is different for cloud droplets which
contain on average less than one collected CCN. Note that according to section 2.1, Ncoll;c does not
contain those CCN which activated the droplet at cloud base, therefore it can be smaller than Nc. The
resulting mineral dust concentrations immersed in cloud and raindrops are shown in Figure 5c,
according to equation (14).
As expected, potential IN particles are slowly shifted from cloud to raindrops during ascent. They are equally
distributed (Ndust;c  Ndust;r) around the melting level, but in general, this will depend on several cloud prop-
erties like cloud base height, conversion efﬁciency and therefore the initial cloud droplet number, and
updraft speed. At altitudes of the highest mineral dust immersion freezing activities, Ndust;c is 1 to 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than Ndust;r .
A more detailed analysis is presented in the joint histograms in Figure 6 which shows the rCCN frequencies
of occurrence based on the simulated properties of rain. In Figure 6a, rCCN as a function of temperature
shows a high variability of several orders of magnitude. The smaller values (rCCN < 109 kg
21) below the
melting level arise from the neglected tracking of aerosols in ice-phase hydrometeors, and thus the lack of
aerosols in rains drops which are generated by melting. The areas of rain formation by melting are wide-
spread compared to the convective core and result therefore in large numbers of counts of small rCCN. Fig-
ure 6b displays rCCN as a function of updraft velocity w. Accordingly, the most pronounced accumulation of
CCN (highest values of rCCN) appears in updrafts with w < 5m s21, i.e., when the drops are balanced within
an updraft for a longer time in a quasi steady state. In stronger updrafts, a relatively narrow distribution of
rCCN is found around 10
11 particles per kg of rainwater. This corresponds to a mean diameter of collected
cloud droplets around 25–30 mm. Drops with diameters of 100 and 500 mm would thus contain around 50
and 7000 CCN, respectively.
4.3. Freezing Rates
Here we begin without the consideration of PSD splitting, treating the rain spectrum as a whole (see
section 2.3). The effect of PSD splitting and further sensitivity studies is shown below in this section. At this
Figure 6. Joint histograms of collected CCN per rain mass (rCCN) shown as a function of (a) temperature and (b) vertical velocity. The counts
are scaled by grid box volume such that each cubic meter of air in the model corresponds to one count in the plotted data. Horizontal
dashed lines in Figure 6a indicate the levels of 0

C and 236

C.
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point, we note that the primary effect is found for the formation rates of hail particles which is modiﬁed by
a factor of 2.
Figure 7 compares the freezing rates of rain in the convective updraft, based on the IN-dependent parame-
terization (this study, full lines) and the B53-based default parameterization (dashed lines). Figures 7a–7c
are the results for different ice nuclei concentrations, with Ndust ranging from 104 to 106 m23.
According to the model implementation [Seifert and Beheng, 2006, equation (44)], the B53-based freezing
starts to form ice at 0 C, while ice nucleation on mineral dust particles (N12) is parameterized only for tem-
peratures lower than 212 C. With more dust, ice formation rates predicted by P17 become more similar
to the B53 approach, but are smaller even with
106 m23 dust particles. The magnitude of the
homogeneous freezing peak is nearly indepen-
dent of the dust concentration, indicating that
even with the highest concentration the number
of small drops cannot be reduced signiﬁcantly by
heterogeneous freezing. A higher dependence of
upper level freezing rates on the immersion
freezing efﬁciency is found for graupel and hail
formation. With less dust, more ice is formed in
upper levels because of a less efﬁcient depletion
of large raindrops. Except for the lowest dust
concentrations (a), hail is most efﬁciently formed
in the heterogeneous freezing region.
Figure 8 compares the difference between cloud
droplet freezing rates with and without account-
ing for the redistribution of IN from cloud to
raindrops. Consistent with Figure 5c, the hetero-
geneous cloud droplet freezing rates are
reduced by roughly 2 orders of magnitude com-
pared to the assumption of all dust being
immersed in cloud droplets (dashed light blue
line). At the warmest freezing temperatures
around 212 C, cloud and raindrops contribute
equally to small ice formation, but rain becomes
Figure 7. Formation rates of cloud ice, graupel, and hail by freezing rain with (a) Ndust5104 m23, (b) Ndust5105 m23, and (c) Ndust5106 m23. Dashed lines result from B53, and full lines
from the new P17 implementation. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the levels of 0 C and 236 C. Note that the x axes are labeled with the decadal logarithms of the variables in the
indicated units.
Figure 8. Freezing rates of cloud droplets, raindrops, and secondary
ice formation rates, shown as a comparison between reduced cloud-
immersed dust (full lines) and with all dust particles attributed to
cloud droplets (dashed lines). Both simulations include the P17
immersion freezing scheme with Ndust5105 m23. Horizontal dashed
lines indicate the levels of 0 C and 236 C. Note that the x axes are
labeled with the decadal logarithms of the variables in the indicated
units.
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more important in upper levels (dark blue). Only above 8 km, the cloud droplet contribution becomes larger
than the rain contribution because in the homogeneous freezing regime, the drop number concentration
dominates. For comparison, also the production of secondary ice according to Hallett and Mossop [1974] at
levels around 5 km is shown for comparison. This dominant peak is also reﬂected in the cloud ice concen-
trations (see Figure 10 and section 4.4).
Based on this version of the freezing parameterization, further simulations have been conducted to esti-
mate the sensitivity to (a) a simpliﬁed budgeting with Ncoll;c50, no sinks and no sedimentation for Ncoll;r
(see also 4.2), (b) the disregard of the sedimentation velocity during the freezing process (equation (20)),
and (c) rain PSD splitting for the freezing parameterization (equations (23)–(27)).
Figure 9 illustrates the sensitivities of graupel and hail formation rates, while cloud ice rates are hardly
affected by the different treatments (not shown). Hail formation—which involves the largest drops—is gen-
erally most sensitive to the different versions. The ‘‘default’’ version (blue line) shows the proﬁles which
have been analyzed above in this section. The simpliﬁed budgeting of Ncoll;c=r makes only minor differences
(green line). However, accounting for the drop sedimentation of large drops appears to be important: With
vsed5 0 by deﬁnition, the cooling rates of large drops are overestimated, and therefore hail formation in
mid levels (Figure 9b, orange line) is twice as large as the reference. By including PSD splitting, the rates are
smallest (black): on one hand, for a given dust concentration, multiple IN per drop reduce the number of
freezing drops. On the other hand, with PSD splitting the effect of smaller cooling rates of larger drops
becomes more pronounced. Note that the simulations shown here are based on Ndust5105 m23, while the
effect of multiple IN per drop will be more pronounced with higher concentrations.
4.4. Ice Particle Concentrations and Sedimentation Fluxes
An overview of the differences in the number concentrations of small ice, graupel, and hail is shown in Fig-
ure 10. The presence of cloud ice at temperatures warmer than 212 C, and the local maximum around
5 km in particular, is mainly attributed to ice multiplication by rime splintering (see also Figure 8a). This
maximum is not very sensitive to the changes introduced by the different immersion freezing treatments,
therefore the cloud ice concentration reduction in the immersion freezing regime is not as pronounced as
might be expected from the immersion freezing rates when comparing B53 and P17 (Figures 7 and 8). Grau-
pel behaves as expected from Figure 7, with less particles below 9 km and more particles above the homo-
geneous freezing level when using P17 (i.e., dust-based freezing). Hail numbers are reduced throughout the
updraft, i.e., the larger formation rates at z> 8 km cannot compensate for the smaller rates below (Figure 7).
Figure 9. (a) Graupel and (b) hail formation rates by freezing rain, shown for the default version, simpliﬁed budgeting (‘‘budgets’’), neglected sedimentation velocities (‘‘vsed’’), and addi-
tional PSD splitting. The ‘‘default’’ corresponds to the simulation with P17 and Ndust5105 m23, as presented above in this section. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the levels of 0 C and
236 C.
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Although the number changes do not appear to be dramatic, they have important implications for the
growth of large precipitating particles by riming and subsequent sedimentation properties. Figure 11 shows
domain-averaged sedimentation ﬂuxes. The ‘‘effective’’ ﬂuxes of rain (R#), graupel (G#), and hail (H#) account
only for those regions in which mass effectively sediments, while considering the vertical advection. There-
fore, the ﬂux of particle class x is calculated as ðvqx2wÞQx , with vqx being the sedimentation velocity of the
ﬁrst moment of x (positive downward).
The rain ﬂux (blue) can be divided into two distinct regimes, that is, the area below 4 km corresponding to
the melting regime and rain at the edges of the convective core in regions of small positive and negative
vertical velocities. At z> 4 km, it is evident that the P17 freezing leaves behind more rain mass (full line).
Particularly in the sedimenting regime, this is also a result of the vsed-dependent freezing rates.
Generally, graupel and hail ﬂux changes have opposite signs when the immersion freezing efﬁciency is
modiﬁed. With smaller immersion freezing rates (P17), the hail ﬂux is signiﬁcantly larger although it was
shown that the hail number is smaller throughout the updraft, implying larger mean particle masses. With
the higher upper level graupel number density and a lower mass density (not shown), graupel sedimenta-
tion efﬁciency is decreased. Snow hardly contributes to melting because in the sedimentation regimes out-
side of the convective core, the slowly falling particles sublimate in upper levels, and the same applies for
cloud ice. The largest relative ﬂux changes are found for hail which is up to more than a factor of 5 larger
near ground with P17. However, these differ-
ences can be strongly time-dependent with a
tendency of decreased relative differences at
later times (not shown).
4.5. Sensitivities of Precipitation to Ice
Nuclei Perturbations
Finally, we highlight the relevance of aerosol-
dependent rain freezing for simulations of
precipitation sensitivities to IN. Figure 12
shows a comparison between the implemen-
tations, B53 and P17. D indicates the differ-
ence between two simulations with different
aerosol state, i.e., ‘‘more minus less IN.’’ Differ-
ent from the supercell simulation discussed
above, here we analyze a weaker type of cell
which is about to dissipate after about 1 h
(see section 4.1). In this case, the hail contri-
bution to the surface rain formation is less
Figure 10. Number concentrations of cloud ice, graupel, and hail as a comparison of B53 (dashed lines) and P17 immersion freezing (full
lines), with Ndust5105 m23. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the levels of 0 C and236 C. Note that the x axes are labeled with the decadal
logarithms of the variables in the indicated units.
Figure 11. Effective sedimentation ﬂuxes of graupel, hail, and rain as a
comparison of B53 (dashed lines) and P17 immersion freezing (full lines),
with Ndust5105 m23.
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pronounced, thus emphasizing the impor-
tance of simulated graupel properties and
resulting in a stronger sensitivity to IN then in
the supercell case.
Several differences are evident from Figure
12. The depletion of supercooled rain mass
(z> 4 km) is more pronounced with explicit
IN dependence of rain freezing. In both cases,
B53 and P17, hail precipitation is reduced
with more IN present. With dust-based freez-
ing, the reduction of hail is more pronounced,
given the importance of riming and the pres-
ence of supercooled rain mass. Most impor-
tantly, the sensitivity of graupel precipitation
has an opposite sign when simulated with
explicit aerosol dependence. Since the sur-
face rain ﬂux is dominated by the melting of
graupel below 4 km in this example of
weaker convection, also the change of sur-
face rain has an opposite sign.
The attribution of this behavior to speciﬁc mechanisms will be the subject of a follow-up study. However
directly related to the treatment of freezing, an important feature may be the less efﬁcient B53-based rain
freezing with more IN present: the increased amount of IN within cloud droplets results in an increased
amount of cloud ice. Via the pathway of riming, also rain mass is removed more efﬁciently. With the sole
dependence on rain mass (equation (1)), rain freezing is less efﬁcient with more IN present, thus creating
less graupel by freezing. This is different from the results with explicit IN dependence, where more IN yield
more graupel by freezing, and a more efﬁcient growth of the bulk of graupel.
5. Summary and Discussion
In this paper we presented a novel approach of parameterizing the aerosol-dependent freezing of large
drops (rain/drizzle drops) in bulk microphysical models. The framework consists of two parts, that is, (a) the
tracking of drop microphysical histories and therefore case-speciﬁc particle accumulation and (b) a freezing
parameterization to consider multiple ice nuclei (IN) per drop and effective drop cooling rates. The assump-
tion of homogeneously distributed particles among the rain mass was validated using a two-dimensional
bin microphysical model.
In our test cases of deep convective cells, it was found that in the regimes most relevant for immersion
freezing, the majority of potential IN is contained in raindrops. This also implies that the freezing probabili-
ties of cloud droplets are rather insensitive to IN perturbations, as most of them freeze homogeneously. In
other types of clouds—e.g., with colder cloud bases or thinner, stratiform clouds without signiﬁcant
collision-coalescence—more emphasis may be put on cloud droplets. The consideration of multiple IN per
drop as well as drop sedimentation is particularly important for the subset of largest drops, affecting the for-
mation of hail embryos.
To optimize computational efﬁciency, it would be desirable not to track collision rates by making use of
additional model tracers. While the consideration of cloud droplet selfcollection—i.e., multiple cloud
droplet-immersed CCN—had only a minor impact in our simulations, particle accumulation in rain is not
negligible. Since it is likely that the effect of redistribution is highly dependent on the particular cloud prop-
erties, such as initial droplet number, updraft velocity and cloud depth, it may be worth developing simple
parameterizations of rCCN for further use in freezing schemes. To our knowledge, no methods exist for this
purpose to date. Cloud resolving simulations of a variety of different cloud regimes would be needed to
derive simple relationships between rCCN and commonly predicted cloud properties.
Figure 12. Precipitation sensitivity to IN perturbations as a comparison
of B53 (dashed lines) and P17 immersion freezing (full lines), with D indi-
cating the difference between two simulations of Ndust5106 m23 and
Ndust5105 m23, respectively. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the levels
of 0

C and 236

C.
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We compared the freezing rates and cloud properties which result from the IN-independent approach fol-
lowing B53 and the mineral dust-based immersion freezing according to the dust properties of N12 with
the above-described tracking of dust in cloud droplets and raindrops (P17). With cloud-base mineral dust
concentrations ranging from 104 m23 to 106 m23, the dust-based freezing rates (P17) are generally smaller
than B53-based rates. This has important implications for the relative importances of homogeneous and
heterogeneous freezing: While the efﬁcient B53-based drop freezing depletes the majority of liquid mass
below the homogeneous freezing regime, many drizzle-sized drops (D> 80 mm) can reach these levels
when heterogeneous freezing is triggered by dust only. This seems reasonable when raindrops are more
numerous than a limited concentration of dust particles. With the small efﬁciency of drop depletion by
freezing, we speculate whether in strong convection it may be common to ﬁnd large drops at temperatures
below 230 C, or whether we miss important mechanisms in the model, such as additional types of IN like
organic particles [Knopf et al., 2014]. If we consider large drops in such regimes rather unlikely, we may con-
clude that mineral dust cannot be the dominant particle species for immersion freezing in the coldest por-
tion of the mixed-phase regime—assuming that the microphysical interactions other than freezing are
represented appropriately in the model.
The number of rain-sized drops which are able to reach the homogeneous freezing regime also depends on
factors other than IN concentrations: The efﬁciency of raindrop formation is determined by the initial cloud
droplet size distribution and therefore CCN concentrations, and the time to reach the colder levels results
from both cloud-base temperature (i.e., altitude) and convective strength. Although more time is available
for raindrops to form in slower updrafts, the chance of drop depletion by riming increases, thus promoting
the glaciation of the mixed-phase regime. The clouds simulated in this work represent very strong supercell
convective clouds with relatively warm cloud bases. Thus, the microphysical behavior of weaker convective
clouds should be the subject of future efforts in order to enable a validation of modeled upper level liquid
water content with available measurements, which may help to constrain the role of upper level immersion
freezing of mineral dust and other aerosol particles.
Rosenfeld and Woodley [2000] observed high liquid water contents in deep convective clouds down to
237:5 C, although the majority of droplets was smaller than 20 mm in diameter. This situation was repro-
duced successfully in the model simulations of Khain et al. [2001], suggesting three conditions to ﬁnd high
amounts of supercooled liquid water: high concentrations of CCN yield numerous but small cloud droplets,
making the conversion to rain inefﬁcient, and the efﬁciencies of droplet freezing small. Furthermore, the for-
mation of relatively small graupel resulted in inefﬁcient riming, promoting a dominant homogeneous drop-
let freezing in upper levels. In contrast, a more efﬁcient glaciation was found with maritime CCN
concentrations, yielding rain-sized drops by collision-coalescence, higher freezing probabilities, and larger
graupel particles supported the faster glaciation by riming. Furthermore, Khain et al. [2001] note that the
consideration of turbulence may inﬂuence the simulated riming rates signiﬁcantly. They conclude that often
models are unable to reproduce the persistence of highly supercooled liquid because of overestimated
rates of raindrop formation and associated high freezing probabilities of large drops. In our implementation,
whether or not the formation of rain-sized drops is overestimated may be of secondary importance in terms
of freezing efﬁciency: although freezing still depends on the autoconversion efﬁciency and drop sizes, the
main factor to determine the freezing probability is given by the fraction of mineral dust particles compared
to the CCN at cloud base.
Based on our comparison of dust-dependent freezing and the more efﬁcient ice formation according to
Bigg [1953], it is also unclear whether the widely used standard approach for droplet freezing in models
tends to overestimate cloud glaciation considerably under average atmospheric conditions. Here we sug-
gest that—aside from any aerosol dependencies—the parameterized freezing rates of raindrops should not
be completely independent of the drop effective cooling rate. Otherwise, even continuously warming drops
are allowed to freeze. Consistent with the singular hypothesis [Vali and Stansbury, 1966; Vali, 1994], none of
the droplets falling from colder into warmer regions may freeze by immersion freezing in our scheme. Obvi-
ously, the speciﬁc model formulation and underlying assumptions add considerable room for uncertainty,
in addition to the uncertainties caused by aerosol properties.
In the simulations of deep convective clouds, our implementation has major effects on the supercooled liq-
uid water content, and thus on precipitation formation. With more liquid present in the mixed-phase
regime of the convective core, the largest relative differences are observed in the simulated hail
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precipitation ﬂux, owing to the growth mechanism of riming. We also show that in particular for graupel
precipitation, the simulated sensitivity to changes in the IN concentration has opposite signs when compar-
ing the B53 and P17 freezing schemes. This difference is particularly important in weak convective clouds
when graupel dominates the formation of surface rain.
Based on the freezing scheme presented in here, a detailed sensitivity analysis of precipitation and radiation
to ice nuclei perturbations will be the subject of a follow-up publication. Future work should aim at con-
straining drop freezing efﬁciencies by using observations of convective clouds. This may become feasible as
multi-radar observations become increasingly popular to infer cloud particle size distributions [Kneifel et al.,
2016; Tridon and Battaglia, 2015].
Notation
a parameter according to Bigg [1953], K21.
aN12 parameter according to Niemand et al. [2012], K21.
A coefﬁcient of the generalized Gamma-distribution, kg2ðm11Þm23.
b parameter according to Bigg [1953], m23 s21.
bN12 parameter according to Niemand et al. [2012], 1.
B exponent of the generalized Gamma-distribution, kg2l.
dNc;au autoconversion rate of cloud droplets, m23 s21.
dNc;acc accretion rate of cloud droplets by rain, m23 s21.
dNc;sc selfcollection rate of cloud droplets, m23 s21.
D diameter of aerosol particles and hydrometeor species, m.
f(x) number density function with respect to particle mass, m23 kg21.
fdust;cb cloud-base fraction of mineral dust relative to total CCN, 1.
G# downward effective mass ﬂux of graupel, corrected for vertical advection, kgm22 s21.
c lower incomplete gamma function, 1.
C complete gamma function, 1 .
H# downward effective mass ﬂux of hail, corrected for vertical advection, kgm22 s21.
k coefﬁcient of the probability mass function, 1.
kc mean number of collected CCN per cloud droplet, 1.
kIN mean number of activated IN per raindrop, 1.
l exponent of the generalized Gamma-distribution, 1.
nsðTcÞ ice nucleation active surface site density, m22.
ndust;rðDÞ lognormal size distribution of dust particles immersed in raindrops, m24.
nr number density of raindrops in a ﬁnite interval of f(x), m23.
NCCN number density of CCN, m23.
Ncoll;c=r number density of collected CCN in cloud and rain droplets, m23.
Nd SPECS-simulated number density of droplets, m23.
Nd5 SPECS-simulated number density of droplets larger than 5 mm, m23.
Nd10 SPECS-simulated number density of droplets larger than 10 mm, m23.
Ndust, number density of mineral dust in the lower atmosphere, m23.
Ndust;c=r dust particles available as potential IN within cloud/rain droplets, m23.
Nice;r number density of ice particles (i, g, h) formed by freezing rain, m23.
NIN;r number density of activated IN in the bulk mass of rain, m23.
Ntot, SPECS-simulated number density of aerosols and droplets, m23.
Nx, number density of particle class x 2 fc; r; i; s; g; hg , m23.
m exponent of the generalized Gamma-distribution, 1.
P(X) probability mass function of a discrete random variable X, 1.
qr mass density of raindrops in a ﬁnite interval of f(x), kgm23.
Qx mass density of particle class x 2 fc; r; i; s; g; hg , kgm23.
rCCN CCN number concentration per droplet liquid mass, kg
21.
R# downward effective mass ﬂux of rain, corrected for vertical advection, kgm22 s21.
qw density of liquid water, kgm23 .
Sdust;r total surface area of rain-immersed dust particles per volume of air, m2 m23.
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Sdust;r mean surface area of rain-immersed dust particles, m2.
T temperature, K .
Tc temperature, C .
vqx sedimentation velocity of the ﬁrst moment of particle class x (positive downward), m s21.
vsed single particle sedimentation velocity (positive downward), m s21.
w vertical velocity, m s21 .
x cloud particle mass, kg .
x80 mass of a drop with D5 80 mm, kg.
xcoll;r mean raindrop mass per immersed CCN, kg.
xubd upper boundary at mass x for partial integration of f(x), kg.
z vertical coordinate, m.
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